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(Dated: draft of July 24, 2018)
In earlier work, inversion of S-matrix for 330 MeV 16O on 12C resulted in highly undulatory poten-
tials; the S-matrix resulted from the inclusion of strong coupling to states of projectile and target
nuclei. L-independent S-matrix equivalent potentials for other explicitly L-dependent potentials
have been found to be undulatory. Here we investigate the possible implications of the undulatory
DPP for an underlying L-dependence of the 16O on 12C optical potential. We employ S-matrix to
potential, SL → V (r), inversion yielding local potentials that reproduce the elastic channel S-matrix
of coupled channel (CC) calculations, here applied to the S-matrix for 115.9 MeV 16O on 12C. In
addition, SL for explicitly L-dependent potentials are inverted and the resulting L-independent po-
tentials are compared with the undulatory potentials found for 16O on 12C. In this way, we can
simulate certain undulatory features of the potentials modified by channel coupling for 115.9 MeV
16O on 12C.
PACS numbers: 24.10.-i,24.10.Ht,25.70.Bc
I. INTRODUCTION
The possibility that L-dependence might be a generic
property of the nucleus-nucleus optical model potential,
OMP, is unwelcome. It would obviously be inconvenient
since standard direct reaction codes would require mod-
ification. This would not be straightforward since there
is a great multiplicity of ways in which the OMP might
be L-dependent.
Nevertheless, the possibility that L-dependence is a
general property of the optical model potential should be
considered. Arguments for the L-dependence of OMPs
for nucleons and some light ions have been presented in
Ref. [1]. Here we raise the question of L-dependence for
heavier ions, specifically for the case of 16O on 12C at a
laboratory energy of 115.9 MeV. The discussion is based
on the result of applying SL → V (r) inversion to the
elastic scattering S-matrix SL calculated by Ohkubo and
Hirabayashi [2] in the course of explaining remarkable
features in the elastic scattering angular distribution.
In Section II we briefly present some definitions relat-
ing to the IP method [3–7] for SL → V (r) inversion that
will be useful for discussing the results of the calculations.
Section III presents and discusses the undulatory
potentials found by inverting SL of Ohkubo and
Hirabayashi [2] for 16O on 12C at a laboratory energy
of 115.9 MeV.
Motivated by the results of Section III, Section IV
presents and discusses the L-independent potentials
found by inverting SL produced by potentials having a
specific model L-dependency. This affords the opportu-
nity to compare certain feature of the potentials found in
this way with those presented in Section III. The model
calculations involve the same nuclei and the same en-
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ergy as those of Ref. [2]. The key comparison is between:
(i) the potentials found by inverting SL calculated with
channel coupling and, (ii) the L-independent potentials
that have the same SL as potentials having a known L
dependency.
Section V discusses the results, and also makes some
comments as to why it appears to be possible to avoid the
issue of L-dependence in many cases of elastic scattering.
Section VI briefly summarizes the findings. Through-
out this text, the partial wave angular momentum of
spinless projectiles will be denoted by upper case L.
II. INVERSION CODE IMAGO: DEFINITIONS
We present here some definitions that will be used
when we discuss results from the SL → V (r) inversion
code Imago [8]:
IP, SRP The Iterative-Perturbative, IP, inversion
method [3–7] starts the iterative inversion process
with a starting reference potential, SRP.
IB, SVD At each iteration, amplitudes for the elements
of the inversion basis, IB, are determined using
Singular Value Decomposition, SVD, matrix oper-
ations.
S-matrix distance, σ After a sequence of iterations,
the current potential can be plotted by Imago and
compared with the SRP. The fits to the S-matrix SL
and to the angular distribution can also be plotted.
Imago will associate different lines on the graphs
with values of the ‘S-matrix distance’ σ which is
defined below in Eqn 1.
Target S-matrix The ‘target S-matrix’ is the input S-
matrix that is to be inverted.
2The quantity σ is defined in terms of two sets of S-
matrix elements (SMEs), the S1L and S
2
L as follows:
σ2 =
∑
L
|S1L − S
2
L|
2 (1)
In most cases, S1L will be the the target of the inversion
and S2L will be the the S-matrix for the current stage of
the inversion. Successful inversions often result in values
of σ that are three orders of magnitude lower than that
for SL calculated from the SRP. (We remark that all of
the above can be generalized to spin-half inversion of Slj
determining an interaction with a spin-orbit term. Spin-1
inversion leading to a tensor interaction is also possible.)
In order to achieve very low σ, Imago allows the lower
limit on the singular values of the SVD linear system to
be progressively lowered; initial high values of this limit
are required to avoid divergence. For further discussion
of SL → V (r) inversion see Ref. [7].
Standard practice when inverting SL with the code
Imago is to compare results with different choices of
IB, SRP and other parameters in order to establish the
uniqueness of the potential. In some cases, as discussed
below, it becomes difficult to identify a unique potential..
III. THE POTENTIAL FOUND BY INVERSION
The 115.9 MeV case is very interesting for several rea-
sons, just one of them being the remarkable meteorologi-
cal connections [2]. The coupling to states of both projec-
tile and target nucleus specified in Ref. [2] greatly mod-
ifies the elastic scattering angular distribution, AD, see
Fig. 1. The coupling leads to SL for the elastic scattering
channel that, when inverted, yield strongly undulatory
(‘wavy’ or ‘oscillatory’) potentials. The first result, po-
tential ‘CC2potx’, shown in Fig. 2 corresponding to a low
value of S-matrix distance σ = 0.43× 10−3. For such low
values of σ, the AD calculated with the inverted potential
would be indistinguishable from the coupled channel, CC,
AD in a figure such as Fig. 1, for all angles. We note that
for the SRP, σ = 0.875 so that the inversion process has
reduced σ by more than three orders of magnitude. The
SRP in this and most cases is the ‘bare’ elastic channel
potential, and its SL corresponds to the channel coupling
being switched off. Therefore, the difference between the
solid and dashed lines is a representation of the dynamic
polarization potential, DPP, that is due to the coupling.
There are three obvious questions: 1. What do these
very strong undulatory features mean? 2. Are they re-
alistically a possible property of a nucleus-nucleus sin-
gle channel interaction potential? 3. Is the potential
CC2potx a unique solutions to the inversion problem?
The answer to the third question is ‘no’, it is not a
unique solutions to the inversion problem as we shall see
from the existence of alternative solutions in Figures 3,
4 and 5. In cases where the S-matrix corresponds to a
reasonably smooth potential, IP inversion yields a practi-
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FIG. 1: Elastic scattering angular distributions for 116 MeV
16O on 12C. The dashed line is for scattering from the bare po-
tential with no coupling. The solid line is for the full coupled
channel calculation of Ref. [2].
cally unique solution. This can be established by compar-
ing solutions with different SRPs, different IBs (IBs using
different dimensionalities and sets of basis functions) and
other parameters. This is usually straightforward, and
spurious oscillations can be eliminated. However spuri-
ous oscillations are possible because of the existence of
‘transparent potentials’. A transparent potential is an os-
cillatory potential that, when added to an existing poten-
tial, leads to very small (effectively zero) changes in the
S-matrix and hence the observables. These can be elimi-
nated from IP inversion, except when the true potential
that is sought is also highly oscillatory, in which case
there is no natural ‘smoothest’ potential. That seems
to be the case here. The problem is considerably less
severe for 16O on 12C at higher energies, as in the 330
MeV case [9, 10] where there is a larger number of partial
waves to determine the potential. Moreover, coupling ef-
fects tend to become somewhat weaker at higher energies.
The answer to the second question is that strong undu-
lations are indeed a property of a nucleus-nucleus interac-
tion that includes the effect of strong inelastic couplings
as in the present case.
Concerning the four solutions presented here: the
imaginary part of CC2potx (Fig. 2) has extreme undula-
tions which extend to a radius far beyond 10 fm. Poten-
tial CC3pot7 (Fig. 3) has much less extreme undulations
in the imaginary part, but they also extend unrealistically
far out. It was found that solutions which do not extend
to unrealistically large radii can be found as in CC4pot7
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FIG. 2: The inverted potential CC2potx fitting SL for 115.9
MeV 16O scattering from 12C, the real part is in the upper
panel and the imaginary part in the lower panel. The solid
line is for the SRP which is the bare potential. The dashed
line is for the inverted potential CC2potx with inversion σ =
4.34 × 10−4.
(Fig. 4, the dotted line), but apparently at the cost of
large excursions in the imaginary part and a higher value
of σ = 1.01× 10−3, about 7× higher than for CC3pot7.
In general, following any sequence of iterations, the un-
dulations increase as σ falls, and this can be seen in Fig. 4
where the dashed line represents the potential for an ear-
lier iteration, with σ = 1.55 × 10−3. The tendency for
the undularity to increase as σ falls is evident. An inde-
pendent inversion (involving an alternative initial inver-
sion basis) led to the potential CCXpot12, shown as the
dashed line in Fig. 5, which has the same overall shape
as potential in Fig. 4 and comparable inversion σ. The
AD corresponding to the CCXpot12 is graphically indis-
tinguishable from the AD for the CC calculation. For
CCXpot12, the inversion σ = 1.03 × 10−3. The undu-
lations of the potential in Fig. 5, while having the same
general shape as those in Fig. 4, are of much smaller
amplitude, noting the different scale for the imaginary
term. The real components of the potentials in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 have almost the same volume integral in spite
of the different amplitude of the undulations, and both
have a similar increase in rms radius compared to the
bare potential. In fact, all of the potentials of Figures 2
— 5 exhibit the same uniform repulsive effect for a ra-
dius of less than about 3 of 4 fm. For the imaginary
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FIG. 3: The inverted potential CC3pot7 fitting SL for 115.9
MeV 16O scattering from 12C, the real part is in the upper
panel and the imaginary part is in the lower panel. The solid
line is for the SRP, the dashed line is for the inverted potential
CC3pot7, σ = 1.38 × 10−4.
components, the volume integrals and rms radii of the
potentials in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are quite similar, and in
both cases the volume integrals are greater and the rms
radii are less than those of the bare potential. We con-
sider CCXpot12 in Fig. 5 to provide the provisional best
potential representation of the elastic scattering S-matrix
from the CC calculations [2]. All the potentials presented
in Fig. 2 through Fig. 5 yield ADs that are graphically
indistinguishable out to 180o from the CC ADs on the
scale of the figures.
Less undulatory potentials inevitably have higher in-
version σ and fit a limited angular range. For example,
a potential on the iterative path to CCXpot12 with σ a
factor of 10 times larger had similar general features: the
imaginary term had a dip at 4 fm and a peak at 6 fm
although somewhat less pronounced. The angular distri-
bution for this potential had clear differences from that
for the CC calculation beyond ∼ 80o. These differences
were typically a factor of 3 for many angles and a factor
of 6 at 180o.
It is now clear that we have not provided a unique an-
swer to the following basic question: what L-independent
potential corresponds to the S-matrix generated by the
relevant channel coupling? However, it is quite certain
that no non-undulatory, L independent potential could
ever give anything approaching a good fit to the angular
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FIG. 4: The inverted potential CC4pot7 fitting SL for 115.9
MeV 16O scattering from 12C, the real part is in the upper
panel and the imaginary part is in the lower panel. The solid
line is for the SRP (the bare potential), the dotted line is
for the inverted potential CC4pot7, σ = 1.01 × 10−3, and
the dashed line is the potential for an earlier iteration, σ =
1.55 × 10−3.
distribution that is calculated from the S-matrix gener-
ated by the coupled channel model of Ref. [2]. It is very
reasonable to assume that the same would apply to the
experimental data that the calculations of Ref. [2] ap-
proximately fit. We therefore give a tentative answer to
question 1 above. The strong undulations present an al-
ternative: either the potential for the case in question is
indeed highly undulatory, or it is L-dependent (it might
be both). The question of how generic this alternative is
must be the subject of further work; the question of why
smooth and L-independent potentials are so often con-
sidered acceptable will be commented upon in Section V.
In the course of determining potentials that repro-
duce the CC S-matrix, fits of a precision are required
(and achieved) that are not approached in conventional
phenomenology. However, there is a possible relevance
to conventional phenomenology: the ambiguities, corre-
sponding to transparent potentials, that have been found
for 115.9 MeV 16O scattering on 12C, are likely to be
present in model-independent fits (spline, sum of Gaus-
sian etc) to precision experimental AD data of wide an-
gular range.
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FIG. 5: The inverted potential CCXpot12 fitting SL for 115.9
MeV 16O scattering from 12C, the real part is in the upper
panel and the imaginary part is in the lower panel.. The solid
line is the SRP (the bare potential) and the dashed line is the
inverted potential, σ = 1.03 × 10−3. Note that the vertical
scale for the imaginary part is different from that in Fig. 4.
IV. MODEL L DEPENDENCE
In Ref. [1] some examples were given, for light ion
cases, of the relationship between L-dependent potentials
and the corresponding L-independent potentials with the
same SL or, in the case of nucleons the same Slj . We now
present a preliminary exploration of the relationship be-
tween L-dependence and the corresponding undulatory
nature of L-independent S-matrix-equivalent potentials.
The examples all relate to the scattering of 16O from 12C
at a laboratory energy of 115.9 MeV so as to maximize
the relevance to the situation in Section III.
The idea is to take L-independent potentials, impose L
dependence upon them and invert the resulting S matrix
in order to study undulations that might arise in those
L-independent potentials that are equivalent, in terms of
SL, to the L-dependent potentials. The L-independent
potentials that we start with have simple Woods-Saxon
forms. The real part is chosen to be roughly like the
bare folded potential of Ref. [2] and the imaginary part
is exactly the imaginary Woods-Saxon (WS) term given
in that reference. The WS parameters for the real part
are V = 250 MeV, R = 3.0 fm and a = 0.65 fm and for
the imaginary part V = 14 MeV, R = 5.6 fm and a = 0.3
fm.
The imposed L-dependence is simple and takes the
form of added terms v(r)×f(L) or w(r)×f(L) where the
5f(L) factor multiplying a real (v(r)) or imaginary (w(r))
terms is given by:
f(L) =
1
1 + exp ((L2 − L2)/∆2)
. (2)
In the present calculations, v(r) and w(r) each have a
Woods-Saxon form with the same radius and diffusiv-
ity parameters as the corresponding real and imaginary
L-independent terms. As a result, the L-dependent po-
tentials essentially have a renormalized real or imaginary
component for L less than L, with a fairly sharp transi-
tion since ∆ is quite small. The potential is unmodified
for values of L substantially greater than L. This pattern
is motivated by the tendency for undulatory potentials
to arise particularly when there is a substantial change
for partial waves having L-values around the point where
|SL| ∼
1
2
.
A. Including an L-dependent imaginary part
We adopt an L-dependent factor f(L) with L = 20
and ∆ = 2 and w(r) with a depth of 0.7 MeV. The effect
is to increase the depth of the imaginary part from 14
MeV to 14.7 MeV, a 5 % increase, for values of L less
than 20, with a fairly sharp transition to zero change for
higher L. For L = L, |SL| ∼ 0.35.
The inversion results of are shown in Fig. 6 where the
SRP for the inversion is given by the solid line and this
is the L-independent potential. In this figure the dotted
line corresponds to inversion σ = 0.378 × 10−3 and the
dashed line for an earlier iteration corresponds to inver-
sion σ = 0.523 × 10−3. It will be seen that the poten-
tial has a characteristic oscillatory feature in the surface
which has an amplitude much greater than the potential
there. This is quite similar to the surface feature in the
imaginary potential in Fig. 4. The volume integral of
the imaginary term is, in each case, greater than that of
the L-independent potential, by 8.56 % for the dashed
case and 8.24 % for the better fitting dotted case. This
is nearly twice the increase imposed on the potential for
values of L less than 20. The change in the volume in-
tegral of the real part is 100 times smaller, amounting
to a ∼ 0.2% change. In this sense the L dependence in
the imaginary component has induced a relatively small
change in the real component. However, although the
imposed undulations are small on the scale of the figure,
the magnitude is comparable to that of the undulations
in the imaginary component, but they have a nearly zero
volume integral.
The two potentials shown follow the general tendency
for the undulations to become enhanced in amplitude as
σ becomes smaller as the iterations progress, i.e. as SL
for the L-independent potential determined by inversion
more closely approaches SL for the L-dependent poten-
tial. Local regions of emissivity in the surface undula-
tions, do not lead to a breaking of the unitarity limit
since the well-fitted SL are calculated to have |SL| < 1.
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FIG. 6: The solid lines presents the real (upper panel) and
imaginary (lower panel) parts of the L-independent poten-
tial. The dashed and dotted lines present inverted potentials,
reproducing SL calculated with an imaginary L-dependent
term defined in the text. Two inverted potentials are pre-
sented, the dotted line with σ = 0.378× 10−3 and the dashed
line, an earlier iteration with σ = 0.523 × 10−3.
We conclude that such excursions into local emissivity are
not an argument against the potentials that we showed in
Fig. 4 which exhibit similar undulations in the surface.
We remark that local regions of emissivity are a very
common feature of DPPs representing coupling effects in
a wide range of nuclear scattering cases. They also occur
in some model independent fits to elastic scattering [1].
Naturally, there is no reason to expect that the model
L-dependence we have applied is a realistic representa-
tion of the effects of strong channel coupling. However,
it does show that L-dependence appears to be necessary
to reproduce the effects of strong coupling with a smooth
potential. Probably quite a small degree of L-dependence
is enough.
B. Including an L-dependent real part
Similar calculations were performed including an L-
dependent real part for the same scattering case and with
the same L-independent term. Again, the parameter L
was 20.
The real potential was first increased from 250 MeV to
251 MeV for L less than 20, with the same fairly sharp
transition. This represents a small percentage change in
the potential for low L, although in absolute magnitude
it was comparable to the change in the imaginary part,
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FIG. 7: Inversion of SL from the enhanced (see text) L-
dependent real term. The solid lines represent the real part
(upper panel) and imaginary part (lower panel) of the SRP
which is the unmodified the L-independent potential. The
dotted line is the inverted potential with σ = 0.799 × 10−3.
(note however that the radial extent of the real poten-
tial is rather less than that of the imaginary term.) The
inverted potential had no strong surface undulations, un-
like the case with the imaginary L-dependence. The real
potential had two regions where the potential is increased
in depth: near the origin and near the surface. The real
volume integral is increased by 0.59 %, which is not un-
reasonable in view of the fact that the potential was in-
creased by 0.4 % for the lowest 20 partial waves, which
are those with substantial penetration. The volume in-
tegral of the imaginary potential fell by just 0.19 %, the
positive and negative excursions roughly cancelling.
To obtain a more visual result, v(r) was increased by
a factor of 10 so that the real potential was 260 MeV
deep for L less than ∼ 20 with the same fairly sharp
transition. We therefore expect roughly 10× the effect.
The L-independent potential shown as a dotted line in
Fig. 7, does indeed depart from the solid line following
the same pattern enhanced in magnitude by that fac-
tor. The increase in depth of the real potential in the
lowest radial range and also around r = 5 fm is clear.
The change in the volume integral is a 5.61 % increase.
The change in the imaginary part is qualitatively like
that for the 1 MeV case, but much larger point-by-point.
However the change in volume integral is very small in-
dicating that the positive and negative changes cancel in
the integration for JI. It appears to be a general rule
that while a real L-dependent term leads to a perturbed
real L-independent term having a substantial change in
volume integral, the change in the imaginary term has a
small volume integral although not small point by point.
The converse is also true respecting an imaginary L-
dependent term.
Because the unmodified real potential had a much
smaller radial extent than the imaginary potential, that
difference applied also to the added L-dependent term;
this might relate to the absence of surface undulations in
Fig. 7.
C. Choice of L-dependency
There are too many possible forms of L dependence
for an exhaustive study here, but we have shown that SL
from the CC calculations of Ref. [2] implies L dependence
in both the real and imaginary potentials generated by
the coupling. Other forms of L-dependency have been
applied to heavy ion interactions, and those forms that
do not involve a distinct change change between high
and low partial wave, as in Eq. 2 when L ∼ Lt with
|SLt | ∼ 0.5, may not lead to strong undulations.
An example of L-dependence in the real part is pro-
vided by the RGM calculations of Wada and Horiuchi [11]
for 16O + 16O elastic scattering. The L-dependence
arises from exchange terms beyond the 1-particle knock-
on exchange that is normally included implicitly in fold-
ing models. Horiuchi [12] reviews such calculations in
the context of a more general discussion of microscopic
nucleus-nucleus potentials. The set of SL values corre-
sponding to the L-dependent real potentials of Wada
and Horiuchi have been inverted [13] to yield an L-
independent potential which is significantly different at
lower energies from that derived [11] using WKB meth-
ods. The difference between the equivalent complete
L-independent potential from the L-independent (non-
exchange) part of the Ref. [11] potential is most marked
in the nuclear interior. This work clearly established
that exchange processes lead to an L-dependence of
nucleus-nucleus interactions (in addition to any parity-
dependence.) The L dependence of Wada and Horiuchi
apples to partial waves that would, in a more realistic
calculation, be strongly absorbed. This makes their L
dependence difficult to establish or disprove experimen-
tally.
The model for 16O + 16O scattering of Kondo et al [14],
included a phenomenological L-dependent real term in-
spired by the model of Wada and Horiuchi, together
with an L-dependent imaginary term. The SL for the
potential with both terms L-dependent was readily in-
verted [15] and the resulting real potential had a very
similar shape and energy dependence to that found [13]
for the Wada-Horiuchi potential.
The L-dependence of the real part of the Kondo et
al [14] potential was of the an overall factor V0+V1L(L+
1), i.e. a gradual L dependence unlike that in Eq. 2.
This, by design, leads to a very similar energy depen-
dence for the L-independent potential found by invert-
7ing the Wada and Horiuchi [11] S-matrix. It seems
that there is a systematic qualitative difference between
the equivalent L-independent potentials found for these
‘gradual’ L-dependencies and the sharper Fermi-form L-
dependencies which tend to generate much more undula-
tory equivalent potentials.
We remark that a consistent calculation involving both
the full antisymmetrization and full channel coupling
would be very difficult. However, it does seem that the
effects of antisymmetrization affect the potential at a
small radius and might therefore be less relevant when
the strong absorption of realistic calculations makes ef-
fects near the nuclear centre less significant.
V. DISCUSSION
The coupled channel calculations of Ref. [2] have three
important characteristics: (i) they were based on an es-
tablished cluster model for the interacting nuclei, (ii)
they explained an otherwise unexplained large angle fea-
ture of elastic scattering, and (iii) an L-independent po-
tential that reproduces their angular distribution in a sin-
gle channel calculation has strongly undulatory features.
these features include emissive regions, particularly in
the nuclear surface. Such effects are likely to elude ap-
proximate fits to experimental AD data that is of limited
angular range.
The calculations presented here lead to the following
conclusion that applies at least to the scattering case
of our example: in order to generate, using a potential
without undulations, the S-matrix SL that reproduces
the effect of channel coupling, the potential must be L-
dependent. In other words, in some cases at least, the
representation through a potential model of the effects of
strong channel coupling presents a choice between a po-
tential that is undulatory and one that is L-dependent.
The same alternative has previously been firmly estab-
lished for nucleons scattering from 4He and 16O and other
cases [7]. For cases such as that considered here, the
range of possible L dependencies makes it difficult to pin
down the specific form of the L dependence of the poten-
tial.
In the case of nucleon scattering, it has been shown
that coupling to collective states of the target nucleus
generates a DPP having substantial undulations [16].
Formal theory shows [17–20] that the DPP is both L-
dependent and non-local in a complicated way that is
unlike exchange non-locality. However there are sepa-
rate lines of evidence for both L-dependence and the
appearance in empirical potentials of departures from
the smooth forms of customary parameterized or folding
model potentials [1, 22]. For an example of an empirical
deuteron potential showing wavy features, see Ref. [21].
There is a need for more such model independent good
fits to elastic scattering data that are both precise and of
wide angular range. The concept of a ‘good fit’ is highly
context dependent, but in the present context, ‘good fit’
means χ2/DF ∼ 1.
The question arises: why has L-dependence not been
widely accepted? For the case of proton scattering, it
is only when precise fits to wide angular range data
are demanded that the need for either waviness or L-
dependence becomes evident. It is also the case that for
nucleon elastic scattering from target nuclei away from
closed shells, angular distributions tend to be smoother
and, as a result, have less power to discriminate between
potentials. For the case of heavier ions, it becomes diffi-
cult to measure angular distributions over a wide angular
range. The angular distribution fitted in Ref. [2] for 16O
on 12C at a laboratory energy of 115.9 MeV extended
out to about 140◦. This angular range would obviously
be impossible for identical bosons. For the case of 16O
on 16O at 350 MeV, experimental uncertainties appear to
become large at around 55◦. It has to be conceded that
potentials with no hint of undulations can fit this angular
distribution with an imaginary term that is very close to
that which corresponds to the static model Glauber po-
tential [23]; it would be very interesting to know what
would be found if more precise data of greater angular
range were fitted. Indeed, it would seem a priori that
the contribution found in 16O on 12C scattering at 115.9
MeV [2] due to the excitation of states of 16O would also
contribute to 16O on 16O scattering at a similar energy.
The present calculation raises, but throws little light
on, an important general question: how does the sup-
posed L-dependence depend upon energy? There cer-
tainly were undulatory features in the DPPs that were
found at 330 MeV [10], but less severe, and the DPPs
were more uniquely determined. For proton scattering,
the L dependence appears to fall with increasing en-
ergy [24] and this may well be a general property.
VI. SUMMARY
The L-independent potentials that yield the same SL
as the strong channel coupling in the case of 115.9 MeV
16O on 12C elastic scattering, Ref. [2], exhibit strong un-
dulations. This is firmly established although the exact
nature of these undulations is hard to pin down defini-
tively. An oscillatory potential in the surface region ap-
pears to be required and local excursions into emissivity
do not necessarily lead to the breaking of the unitarity
limit.. Simple model L-dependent potentials lead to elas-
tic scattering S-matrices SL that, when inverted, yield
undulatory L-independent potentials. The undulations
exhibit some of the same features that are characteris-
tic of the potentials generated by collective coupling, in-
cluding the oscillations in the surface. There is therefore
a non-exclusive alternative: the potential is undulatory
or it is L dependent. We conjecture that this would be
found to apply generally if serious model-independent fit-
ting of suitable elastic scattering data were carried out
systematically.
There are very many ways in which L-dependence
8could be introduced into a phenomenological potential,
and in Section IV we have restricted the choice to a
single form each for the real and imaginary terms sep-
arately. It was found that an L-dependent real part gen-
erated some moderate waviness in both real and imag-
inary terms of the corresponding L-independent poten-
tial, but the volume integral of the imaginary part was
almost unchanged. Conversely, an L-dependent imagi-
nary term left the volume integral of the real part al-
most unchanged, although that was perturbed point by
point. The L-dependence in the imaginary part gener-
ated very wide amplitude undulations in the correspond-
ing L-independent term. The underlying L-independent
potential, upon which the L-dependency was based, had
an imaginary term that extended much further in radius,
and it might be that this had an influence of the lesser
tendency for L-dependence in the real part to generate
large amplitude undulations. This is just one of the many
things that could be explored in a similar way.
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